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Abstract
Galactic cosmic rays are commonly believed to be accelerated at supernova
remnants via diffusive shock acceleration. Despite the popularity of this idea,
a conclusive proof for its validity is still missing. Gamma-ray astronomy pro-
vides us with a powerful tool to tackle this problem, because gamma rays are
produced during cosmic ray interactions with the ambient gas. The detection
of gamma rays from several supernova remnants is encouraging, but still does
not constitute a proof of the scenario, the main problem being the difficulty in
disentangling the hadronic and leptonic contributions to the emission. Once
released by their sources, cosmic rays diffuse in the interstellar medium, and
finally escape from the Galaxy. The diffuse gamma-ray emission from the
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Galactic disk, as well as the gamma-ray emission detected from a few galaxies
is largely due to the interactions of cosmic rays in the interstellar medium.
On much larger scales, cosmic rays are also expected to permeate the intra-
cluster medium, since they can be confined and accumulated within clusters
of galaxies for cosmological times. Thus, the detection of gamma rays from
clusters of galaxies, or even upper limits on their emission, will allow us to
constrain the cosmic ray output of the sources they contain, such as normal
galaxies, AGNs, and cosmological shocks. In this paper, we describe the im-
pact that the Cherenkov Telescope Array, a future ground-based facility for
very-high energy gamma-ray astronomy, is expected to have in this field of
research.
Keywords: cosmic rays, gamma rays, supernova remnants, molecular
clouds, starburst galaxies, clusters of galaxies
1. Introduction
According to the most popular scenario, galactic cosmic rays (CRs) are
accelerated at supernova remnants (SNRs) via diffusive shock acceleration
(for a review, see e.g. [1]). The main argument supporting this scenario is
the fact that SNRs alone would be able to maintain the CR population at
the observed level, if some fraction (some 10%) of their kinetic energy were
somehow converted into CRs. Moreover, diffusive shock acceleration pre-
dicts a spectral shape for the accelerated particles that, after taking into ac-
count propagation effects in the Galaxy, fits fairly well with the observed CR
spectrum, and, under certain assumptions for particle injection, is roughly
compatible with the observed chemical composition of CRs (see, e.g., [2] and
references therein). All these facts are encouraging, but an unambiguous and
conclusive proof for (or against) the validity of this scenario is still missing.
The main problem in this respect is connected to the isotropy of the arrival
directions of CRs in the sky. This is due to their diffusive behavior in the
galactic magnetic field, which prevents the identification of CR sources as is
done for sources of photons in astronomy.
Very tight connections exist between CR studies and gamma-ray astron-
omy, due to the fact that CR protons can undergo hadronic interactions
with the interstellar medium producing neutral pions that in turn decay into
gamma rays (e.g. [3, 4]). This is of particular relevance for the identifi-
cation of CR sources, since the production of gamma rays is expected, at
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some level, during CR acceleration. If SNRs indeed are the sources of CRs,
they have to convert ∼ 10% of their explosion energy into accelerated par-
ticles. Since the explosion energy of a supernova is a remarkably constant
quantity close to 1051 erg, a rough estimate of the expected gamma-ray flux
from a given SNR can be obtained if one knows the density of the ambient
medium, and the SNR distance. Such estimates fall within the capabilities
of currently operating Cherenkov telescopes [5, 6]. In agreement with these
early estimates, several SNRs have been detected at TeV energies (for re-
cent reviews see e.g. [7, 8]) and, though their detection fits well with the
general scenario described above, the origin of such radiation might still be
leptonic, and thus unrelated to the acceleration of hadronic CRs. In par-
ticular, for the best studied SNR in TeV gamma rays, RX J1713.7-3946 [9],
evidence has been put forward, both from X-ray [10] and GeV gamma-ray
[11] observations, supporting a leptonic origin of the TeV emission. This
does not mean that the SNR RX J1713.7-3946 is not accelerating hadronic
CRs at the level required to explain the flux of galactic CRs, but simply that
the leptonic contribution to the gamma ray production is dominant over the
contribution from hadrons. This may naturally happen if the ambient gas
density is low. On the other hand, the gamma-ray emission detected from
the historical SNR Tycho, seems to favor an hadronic origin [12] (but see [13]
for an alternative interpretation). Further multiwavelength studies of SNRs
are needed in order to find a conclusive evidence of the fact that SNRs, as
a class, accelerate hadronic CRs and are quantitatively able to provide the
measured flux of CRs.
At some stage of the SNR evolution, CRs have to be released into the
interstellar medium. The details of the process of particle escape from SNRs
are still to be fully understood, though it is generally believed that parti-
cles with the highest energies escape first, while particles with lower and
lower energies are gradually released as the SNR shock speed decreases [e.g.
14]. Once escaped, CRs diffuse away from the acceleration site and, before
being dispersed in the galactic CR background, they remain for some time
diffusively confined in the vicinity of the accelerator. The details of CR dif-
fusion in the interstellar medium are also not fully understood (see e.g. [15]
and references therein). However, by assuming that CR diffusion proceeds
isotropically, and that at a given time CRs have diffused away from the source
and fill a region of radius R, it is possible to estimate the average energy den-
sity of CRs as [16]: wCR ≈ 0.55 (WCR/1050erg)(R/100 pc)−3eV/cm3 , where
WCR is the total energy carried by CRs when released by the source. This
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means that, in regions up to 100 pc or so away from SNRs (or from any other
source injecting 1050 erg in form of CRs), and at some given time, depending
on the details of CR escape and diffusion, the CR intensity might well be
above the background intensity of galactic CRs, which is ≈ 1 eV/cm3. As
a consequence, the gamma-ray emission from CR interactions also would be
correspondingly enhanced. Thus, searching for excesses of gamma-ray emis-
sion from the regions surrounding candidate CR sources might provide an
indirect way to identify and locate CR sources. The detection of this radia-
tion is more likely if massive molecular clouds are located within the region
filled by CRs, since they would provide a thick target for CR hadronic in-
teractions [16, 17]. Such radiation might have been already detected at TeV
energies from some regions in the Galaxy, including the massive molecular
clouds located within ≈ 100 pc from the galactic centre (the SNR Sgr A
East might be one of the potential sources of CRs in that region) [18] and
the molecular clouds located in the vicinity of the SNR W28 [19, 20, 21, 22].
However, further detections are needed in order to test the reliability of such
interpretation.
CRs escaping from SNRs and from any other CR source in the Galaxy
eventually mix with the CR background and sustain it against CR escape
from the Galaxy. Except for localized (both in time and space) excesses
around CR sources, the CR intensity is expected to be, both spatially and
temporally, quite homogeneous throughout the Galaxy. The interactions be-
tween CRs and the interstellar gas makes the galactic disk a prominent source
of diffuse gamma rays at energies above ≈ 100 MeV [23]. No diffuse emis-
sion has been firmly detected at TeV energies from the galactic disk, though
some evidence for the presence of diffuse emission at ≈ 15 TeV has been pre-
sented by the MILAGRO collaboration [24]. Studying the diffuse emission is
of crucial importance in order to probe large scale spatial variations in the
distribution of CRs and thus constrain the properties of their propagation in
the turbulent galactic magnetic field.
The detection by the Fermi satellite of gamma rays from nearby galaxies
[25, 26, 27], as well as the detection in both the GeV and TeV energy range of
the starburst galaxies NGC 253 and M82 [28, 29, 30] also can be interpreted
as the result of CR interactions with the interstellar gas. Similarly to what
it is done for our Galaxy, such gamma-ray emission can be used to infer
the CR intensities in these objects. Thus, the study of this emission and
the detection of more galaxies in gamma rays will serve to investigate the
possible differences in the acceleration of CRs in galaxies different from our
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own, and in their transport and confinement properties. The lessons of these
systems will also indirectly contribute to solving the problem of the origin of
galactic CRs.
Moving to even larger scales, one may wonder where CRs end up after
escaping the galaxy within which they have been accelerated. If the parent
galaxy is a member of a group or a cluster of galaxies, CRs will remain
confined for cosmological times in the magnetized (≈ 0.1...1 µG) intracluster
medium. This is because of the very large, Mpc-scale size of these objects
that makes the confinement time of CRs larger than the Hubble time [31, 32]
(see [33] for a recent discussion of CR confinement in clusters of galaxies).
As a consequence, all the CRs injected by all the sources within a cluster of
galaxies accumulate in the intracluster medium, and for this reason clusters
of galaxies often have been considered as potential gamma-ray sources. The
reason is that, despite the very low ambient density (≈ 10−4 cm−3), one
may still expect a copious production of gamma rays from proton-proton
interactions due to the huge amount of CRs that possibly can be stored within
clusters (for a review see [34] and references therein). To date no cluster of
galaxies has been detected in GeV nor TeV gamma rays [e.g. 35, 36, 37]
and the upper limits on the gamma-ray fluxes can be used to constrain the
total power of all the CR sources hosted by clusters. The list of such sources
includes, besides normal and starburst galaxies, active galactic nuclei and
cosmological shock waves.
The Cherenkov Telescope Array [38], currently in the design phase, is
planned to be the most sensitive array operating in the TeV energy domain.
The sensitivity at energies & 100 GeV is expected to be improved by a factor
of 5-10 with respect to currently operating instruments, and the accessible
energy range to be extended down to a few tens of GeV and up to ≈ 100
TeV. Such an instrument will considerably increase the number of detected
sources (of particular relevance here are SNRs, localized molecular clouds,
and nearby galaxies), facilitate population studies, and potentially detect
new classes of sources, such as clusters of galaxies at gamma-ray energies.
It is important to remind that both SNRs and MCs are extended object.
Thus the large field of view of CTA (≈5-10◦), coupled with an improved
angular resolution (≈0.05◦ above 1 TeV) will allow us to perform imaging
studies with unprecedented accuracy. This is of particular relevance, for
example, in order to identify SNRs based on their shell-like morphology,
or to perform correlation studies between TeV maps and maps obtained in
other energy bands, most notably in the X-ray domain. The large field of
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view will also facilitate the study of SNR/MC associations, namely MCs
which are illuminated by CRs coming from nearby SNRs. A determination,
with high sensitivity, of spatially resolved gamma-ray sources related to the
same accelerator would lead to the experimental determination of the local
diffusion coefficient and/or the local injection spectrum of cosmic rays. To
conclude, the large effective area coupled with an excellent energy resolution
(≈10% above 1 TeV) will allow us to determine with great accuracy sources’
spectral parameters. This will in turn constrain the spectrum of the CRs
which are producing the observed radiation. These high quality spectral
data, combined with the data available in the GeV energy range (i.e. from
the Fermi and Agile satellites), will allow to perform a detailed spectral
modeling and possibly resolve the ambiguity between hadronic and leptonic
emission from SNRs. All these studies will constitute a large advance for
understanding the acceleration, transport and confinement of CRs in our
Galaxy and more generally in galactic systems. The aim of this paper is
to discuss the role that CTA will play in driving this field of research by
presenting detailed simulations of CTA observations for a number of selected
science cases.
This is the first paper fully devoted to the description of the impact that
the Cherenkov Telescope Array will have on future CR studies. Previous
general discussions on the role of CTA that also mentioned CR studies can
be found in [38, 48].
In the following discussion, several of the configurations (i.e. number of
small/middle/large telescopes, their spatial distribution, etc) proposed for
CTA will be investigated. Different configurations will result in different
instrumental characteristics such as effective area, angular resolution, or sen-
sitivity. Here, we use configurations B, D, and I (or E) as representative
of the configurations which are characterized by a sensitivity optimized in
the low, high, and over a broad energy range, respectively. A description of
the different configurations can be found in a companion paper in this issue
[39]. Here we briefly summarize the main differences between the proposed
configurations for CTA. For all configurations, large size telescopes (LSTs,
dish ∼ 23 m) will be placed at the center of the array. Thanks to their large
mirror area, dim flashes of Cherenkov light from the low energy events (∼
50 GeV) are expected to be reconstructed. Tens of medium size telescopes
(dish ∼ 11m) will be placed in a surrounding ring, covering a large fraction of
the light pool and thus enhancing the reconstruction of medium energy (∼ 1
TeV) events. Finally, an outer ring will be composed of small size telescopes
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(SSTs, dish ∼ 7 m) enlarging the effective area of the array for the bright but
rare high energy events (above ∼ 50 TeV). While this characteristic stay for
most of the configurations explored, the simulated arrays can be divided in
3 main classes of constant estimated cost: low energy focus, well balanced,
high energy focus. In the low energy focus (configurations A,B,F,G), the
number of LSTs is increased at the expenses of SSTs, depleting sensitivity
at energies 10TeV. As the name of the class suggests, the well balanced type
array (configurations E,I,J,K) reaches a compromise in performances in the
whole energy range and the high energy focus one (configurations C,D,H)
increase the number of SSTs with little or no LSTs.
The paper is structured as follows: galactic sources (namely supernova
remnants and molecular clouds) are discussed in Section 2, extragalactic
sources (namely starburst galaxies and clusters of galaxies) are discussed in
Section 3. Conclusions are in Section 4. The paper is mainly focused on
the hadronic component of CRs, which constitute the bulk of the cosmic
rafdiation. For a brief and recent review on CR electrons see [40].
2. Supernova remnants and molecular clouds
2.1. Population studies of supernova remnants with CTA
Being characterized by an improvement of a factor of 5-10 in sensitivity
with respect to currently operating telescopes, CTA is expected to detect a
large number of new gamma-ray sources. To date, only 5 of the SNRs that
have been detected in TeV gamma rays exhibit a clear shell-like morphology:
RX J1713.7-3946 [9], Vela Junior [41], RCW 86 1 [42], SN 1006 [43], and
HESS J1731-347 [44]. Other SNRs have been detected, but their morphology
remains unresolved (for an updated list see e.g. [45]). However, the total
number of detected objects is still too small to allow population studies or
a satisfactory statistical analysis of the SNR properties in gamma rays. The
situation is expected to change significantly after CTA will begin to take data,
since the number of SNRs detected in TeV gamma rays will undoubtedly
increase significantly.
A rough estimate of the total number of SNRs that CTA will detect can
be computed as follows: let us assume that the SNRs detected so far in
1Note that in this case a shell-like morphology fit on the source radial profile is only
slightly favored statistically over a simple sphere fit.
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TeV gamma rays are good representatives of the whole class of SNRs. In
other words, let us assume that the gamma-ray luminosities of these objects
(or their average luminosity) can be considered as typical luminosities for
all SNRs. Then, from the expected sensitivity of CTA we can derive the
maximum distance at which a generic SNR would be detected. We call this
distance the horizon of detectability. Finally, from the knowledge of the
spatial distribution of supernovae in the Galaxy [46], their explosion rate
[47], and the duration of the TeV emission (believed to last a few thousand
years, see e.g. [14]) we can obtain the prediction for the number of objects
detectable by CTA.
Normally, TeV-bright SNRs are detected by pointing the telescope in
the direction of SNRs known from other wavelengths. However, SNR de-
tection can also happen in reverse order, as in the case of the SNR HESS
J1731-347, where the discovery of the radio shell follows the SNR detection
in gamma rays [44]. Similar situations are expected to happen frequently
once the number of detections has increased. Of course, if the gamma-ray
source clearly exhibits a shell-like structure, it can be confidently identified
as an SNR, while for unresolved sources follow-up at other wavelengths is
mandatory. For this reason, it seems appropriate to define a horizon of re-
solvability, defined as the maximum distance up to which the shell of an SNR
can be spatially resolved and distinguished from a simple gaussian shape [48].
Then one can proceed as explained above and compute the number of SNRs
detectable and resolvable by CTA.
Note that here we limit ourselves to consider isolated SNRs only, i.e.
SNRs which are not interacting with a molecular clouds. One of the best
studied objects belonging to this category is IC 443, which is discussed in
Sec. 2.2. An extended discussion on SNR/MC associations can be found in
Sec. 2.3.
Before proceeding to such estimates, it is important to investigate the
capability of the angular resolution of CTA in identifying SNRs based on their
shell-like morphology. For this purpose, we show in Figure 1 the simulated
image of a RX J1713-like SNR located at a distance of 3 kpc (the actual
distance would be ≈ 1 – 1.5 kpc). Configuration I has been used, with 20h
of observations. The different panels show the simulated map (top-left), the
signal-to-noise ratio per pixel (top-right), the uncorrelated (i.e. per pixel)
excess map, correlated with a 2-dimensional gaussian PSF (bottom-left),
and finally the signal-to-noise ratio, calculated on a circular region whose
root-mean-square radius is the same as for the PSF (bottom-right). The
8
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Figure 1: Simulated image of a RX J1713-like SNR located at a distance of 3 kpc. Con-
figuration I has been considered for 20h of exposure time. The PSF (68% containment
radius) is shown in the bottom-left corner of each panel. The four panels show, from
top-left clockwise, the simulated map, the signal-to-noise ratio per pixel, the correlated
signal-to-noise map, and the correlated excess map, respectively. See text and [48] for
more details.
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Config. I 20 h, RXJ1713-like, at d=3.0 kpc
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Figure 2: Radial profile of the RX J1713-like SNR from Figure 1 (data points) fitted with
a gaussian profile (blue line) and a shell (red line). The latter fit is clearly favored.
PSF is shown in the bottom-left corner of each panel and has a size of 0.04
degrees. The maps’ pixel size is 0.01 degrees. At a distance of 3 kpc the
shell structure is clearly still visible. This is evident from Figure 2, where
the surface brightness profile for the RX J1713-like SNR is fitted with a
gaussian (blue line) and with a shell (red line). The shell morphology is
clearly favored. This method has been used to compute the resolvability
horizon of SNRs described above.
We can now proceed to compute the expected number of SNRs detectable
and resolvable by CTA. The main results are shown in Figure 3. The sim-
ulated spatial distribution of SNRs in the galaxy is shown in the left panel.
A logarithmic model of spiral arms of [49] has been adopted, with an arm
dispersion which is a function of the distance from the Galactic center [50].
The SNR Galactocentric distribution is provided in [46]. The Sun and the
Galactic center are depicted by the red cross and the black dot, respectively.
The fraction of SNRs located within a given distance from the Sun and
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visible with zenith angle < 45◦, for a ground-based instrument located in
the southern hemisphere, at the same latitude as the H.E.S.S. experiment
is plotted as a dashed line in the middle and right panels of Figure 3. The
horizon of detectability and of resolvability have been computed for three
TeV-bright shell type SNRs: Vela Jr (circles), RCW 86 (downward triangles),
and RX J1713 (upward triangles). The horizon of resolvability is indicated
with the filled symbols and is defined as the distance up to which the shell-
like morphology of those objects would be significantly identified by CTA and
favored at 3 σ over the uniform sphere model. The horizon of detectability
is indicated by the open symbols and indicates the maximum distance up to
which the three SNRs would be detectable by CTA with a peak significance
of 5 σ, regardless of their morphology. The two horizons have been defined
after simulating 100 SNR images per distance bin for an observing time of
20 hours. Different colors refer to three different configurations of the array:
B (black), D (red), and I (blue).
If the three objects considered here indeed are typical representatives of
the whole SNR class, the results from Figure 3 could be considered as a valid
estimate of the actual fraction of galactic SNRs detectable by CTA. If we
assume that an SNR is bright in TeV gamma rays for ∼ 3000 yr (this is
approximatively the age of Vela Jr), and we recall that ∼ 2.8 supernovae
are expected to explode each century in the Galaxy [47], we can infer that
the number of SNRs currently emitting TeV gamma rays is ∼ 80. One can
then use the results from Figure 3 (middle and right panel) to infer the
number of SNRs detectable (or resolvable) by CTA. The difference between
the middle and the right panel is in the PSF that has been assumed in the
calculations. In the middle panel the 68% containment radius of the PSF is
the one estimated for the given configuration of CTA, while in the right panel
is half this value. Thus, the difference between the two plots demonstrates
how an improvement in the instrument angular resolution would affect the
results. While the number of detectable SNRs slightly increases by a factor
of < 1.2, the gain factor in the number of resolvable SNRs ranges from 1.5
to 1.9. In producing Figure 3 we assumed a zenith angle of 20◦. The PSF
is assumed to be gaussian. It is clear from Figure 3 that CTA will have the
capability to detect SNRs as luminous as RX J1713, Vela Jr, or RCW 86
up to the other side of the Galaxy. So, if the assumptions made here are
correct, virtually all the TeV bright SNRs in the Galaxy will be detected.
However, for distances larger than the horizon of resolvability, identifying an
object as an SNR might be difficult in the absence of observations at other
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wavelengths. As a consequence, a significant fraction of the SNRs that will
be detected by CTA will be classified at first as unidentified sources.
As a consistency check, we also computed the horizon of detectability of
the SNRs Cas A and Tycho, which are also detected at both GeV and TeV
energies, like the SNRs considered in Fig. 3, but are significantly younger,
with an age of few hundreds years. For CTA in configuration I and for an
observation time of 20 hours, the horizon of detectability for these two objects
is ∼9 kpc and ∼5 kpc, respectively. Such numbers are comparable with the
ones reported in Fig. 3. Since Cas A and Tycho are not resolved in gamma
rays, the horizon of resolvability cannot be computed.
The key observational parameters characterizing the SNRs that have been
used to compute the horizons are summarized in Table 1.
2.2. Spectral studies of supernova remnants with CTA: probing cosmic ray
acceleration
Another important issue to be investigated is the capability of CTA to
perform spectral studies of SNRs and identify possible spectral features such
as breaks or cutoffs. This is of crucial importance in order to determine
with good accuracy the spectral shape of the underlying CR population (be
they hadrons or electrons) which are responsible for the gamma-ray emis-
sion. To date, a spectral cutoff in the TeV range has been clearly identified
only in the spectrum of the bright SNR RX J1713.7-3946 [51], for all the
other (fainter) TeV-bright SNRs the statistics at high energies does not per-
mit to draw firm conclusions on the spectral shape. Determining the cutoff
energy in the gamma-ray spectrum is required in order to obtain informa-
Name tage d N0(10
−12/ Γ Ec β
(kyr) (kpc) cm2/s/TeV) (TeV)
Vela Jr 1.7-4.3 0.8 35.0 1.80 3.0 0.5
RCW 86 1.8 2.5 3.72 2.54 – –
RXJ1713 1.6 1.3 58.2 1.62 0.78 0.38
Cas A 0.33 3.4 4.46 2.10 0.625 0.5
Tycho 0.44 3.0 .126 2.30 – –
Table 1: Observational parameters for the SNRs considered in the text. The first three
columns refer to SNR name, age, and distance, respectively. The columns 4-7 refer to the
best fit spectral parameters to the FERMI and TeV data, assuming that the differential
spectrum has the shape N = N0 × (E/TeV)−Γ exp−(E/Ec)βcm−2s−1TeV−1.
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Figure 3: Left: simulated distribution of Galactic core-collapse SNRs. The Sun and the
Galactic center are depicted by the red cross and the black dot, respectively. Middle:
Fraction of SNRs visible with zenith angle < 45◦, for a ground-based instrument located
at the same latitude as the H.E.S.S. experiment, as a function of distance from Earth
(dashed line). Configurations B (in black), D (in red) and I (in blue), for an observing
time of 20 h, and for three known VHE-emitting SNRs: Vela Junior (circles), RCW 86
(downward triangles) and RX J1713.7-3946 (upward triangles). Open symbols refer to
the horizon of detectability, filled symbols to the horizons of resolvability. Right: same as
middle, except that the original CTA PSF from the configuration files has been improved
by a factor of 2.
tion about the maximum energy of the particles accelerated at SNR shocks.
Moreover, in the context of diffusive shock acceleration, the shape of the
cutoff in the proton or electron spectrum is different if the maximum energy
is determined by particle escape, by the age of the accelerator, or by possible
particle energy-loss processes. Also, the dependency on energy of the particle
diffusion coefficient at the shock shapes the resulting spectrum of CRs, the
stronger the dependence, the sharper the cutoff. These differences are also
present in the resulting radiation spectrum. Thus, high quality spectra can
be used to constrain the properties of the acceleration mechanism operating
at SNR shocks, or to distinguish between an hadronic or leptonic origin of
the gamma-ray emission (see e.g. [52, 53]).
However, if a source is less powerful (or with a steeper spectrum) than
RX J1713.7-3946 it might not be straightforward (even for CTA) to identify
spectral features such as cutoffs/breaks if they are located at very high en-
ergies, where the photon statistics are meager. In order to investigate this
scenario, we consider here the SNR IC 443, which has been detected at both
GeV [54] and TeV [56, 57] energies and exhibits a quite steep spectrum. It
is important to stress here that for IC 443 the centroids of the GeV and
13
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TeV emission are misplaced, a fact that has been tentatively interpreted as
the result of the escape of high energy CRs from the SNR shell and of their
interaction with the ambient medium (for details see [58]). However, also in
this scenario, the presence of a cutoff in the gamma-ray spectrum is expected
in correspondence to the maximum energy of accelerated particles.
Here and in the following, in order to obtain the spectral points for a
simulated object the following procedure is adopted. The energy domain of
CTA is divided in logarithmically equally spaced energy bins. Excess and
significances are calculated following [55] (equation 5), with a fixed number of
5 background control regions (α=0.2). For each bin, ON and OFF number
counts are calculated from the intrinsic source spectrum convoluted with
Monte Carlo simulated response functions of the array and from expected
background rates (dominated by the cosmic ray background. These numbers
are then randomized. A bin is kept when its significance passes the threshold
of 3 standard deviations. Further cuts relate to the minimum level of excess
above background in a bin (3%) and the minimum number of excess counts
(10).
In Figure 4 the spectrum of IC 443 has been simulated for CTA in con-
figuration D and for 50 hours of exposure (filled data points). The input
spectrum adopted is a power law with slope -3 with an exponential cutoff at
3 TeV (top panel) and 5 TeV (bottom panel). Also the data from MAGIC
[56], VERITAS [57], and Fermi [54] are indicated with open data points.
The best power-law fit to MAGIC data provides a slightly different spectral
slope equal to -3.1, consistent within errors with the spectrum measured by
VERITAS, which is -2.99. The dotted lines represent a power-law fit to the
simulated data, while the solid lines show a fit for a power law with an expo-
nential cutoff. It can be seen from the figures that a cutoff can be identified
in the spectrum only if it is at energies no greater than 5 TeV. For the top
panel (cutoff at 3 TeV) the reduced-χ2 is 44.36/10 (fit probability 2× 10−6)
and 2.87/9 (fit probability 0.96) for the power-law and power-law plus cutoff
fits, respectively. For the bottom panel (cutoff at 5 TeV) these quantities
are 33.4/11 (fit probability 4 × 10−4) and 4.9/10 (fit probability 0.89). In
both cases the evidence for the cutoff is clear. Conversely, for cutoffs located
at higher energies the pure power-law model fits as well the data, and the
position of the cutoff cannot be constrained. It is important to remark that
with present TeV data it is not possible to perform such an accurate study
on the spectral shape due to the larger error bars.
For brighter sources or for sources with a harder spectrum than IC 443
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(e.g. RX J1713.7-3946), CTA will be able to determine with good accuracy
the spectral shape of cutoffs/breaks or other spectral features (see e.g. [48]).
Different CTA configurations will give a different level of accuracy at low,
intermediate, or high energies. We have chosen here configuration D because
it is the one which gives the best performances at high energies, i.e. it is the
most optimistic scenario. To provide the reader with conservative numbers,
we repeated the simulation by using configuration I, which constitutes a good
compromise between the sensitivity at both low and high photon energies.
In this case a discrimination between single power-law and power-law plus
cutoff fits is still possible though quite less significant. If the cutoff is at
3 TeV the reduced-χ2 is 44.32/10 (fit probability 2.88 × 10−6) and 0.287/9
(fit probability 0.96) for the power-law and power-law plus cutoff fits, re-
spectively. On the other hand, if the cutoff is at 5 TeV these quantities are
20.24/11 (fit probability 4.2× 10−2) and 12.13/10 (fit probability 0.28).
2.3. Molecular clouds with CTA: probing the intensity of cosmic rays in the
Galaxy and their diffusion properties
Massive Molecular Clouds (MC) are an important subject of investiga-
tion because they can provide a thick and massive target for CR hadronic
interactions [59, 60]. For this reason, MCs are expected to emit gamma rays
and, indeed, the emission observed from some MCs in the Galaxy has been
interpreted as the result of the decay of neutral pions produced by CR pro-
tons interacting with the dense gas that constitutes the cloud (e.g. the MCs
in the galactic centre region [18], the ones close to SNRs such as W28 [19]
or IC 443 [56], just to mention the most prominent cases). The gamma-ray
luminosity of the MC would be proportional to the cloud mass and to the
CR intensity in the cloud.
For these reasons, the search for gamma-ray emission from MCs with
measured mass and distance has been proposed as a tool to probe the CR
intensity at the cloud’s location (e.g. [60, 61, 62]). If the MC is embedded
in the galactic CR background (sometimes referred to as CR sea), then the
expected gamma-ray flux is proportional to the quantity Mcl/d
2, where Mcl
is the cloud mass and d is its distance, and the MC is called passive. Since
the CR background is known not to vary a lot throughout the Galaxy 2,
2 Theoretical expectations for the spatial fluctuations of CR density in the Galaxy are
of the order of ≈ 10% for TeV CRs [63]. Thus our assumption of a constant background
of CR is very well justified.
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the detection of a MC in gamma rays with a flux significantly larger than
the one expected for a passive cloud of the same mass would indicate that
a source of CRs is present in the vicinity of or inside the cloud. Thus,
gamma-ray-bright MCs can be used, in principle, to locate the sources of
CRs [64, 65, 66, 16, 67, 68].
For these reasons, an investigation of the capability of CTA to detect
MCs is of paramount importance. To this purpose, we consider four different
situations: i) a passive MC (i.e. with no CR accelerator in its proximity); ii)
a CR accelerator inside a MC; iii) a MC illuminated by CRs from a nearby
accelerator; iv) a CR accelerator located in a region filled with dense, diffuse
gas.
2.3.1. Passive molecular clouds
Consider a cloud with mass M5 = M/10
5M located at a distance dkpc =
d/kpc. If the cloud is embedded in the CR background, with an intensity of
Jbg ≈ 2.2 E−2.75cm−2s−1sr−1GeV−1 its gamma-ray flux due to proton-proton
interactions can be calculated and has an energy spectrum as shown in
Figure 5 with a dotted blue line (for M5 = dkpc = 1). All the other curves
in Figure 5 will be described in the next Section. The flux of the passive
MC at 1 TeV is roughly ≈ 3 × 10−13 TeV/cm2/s, roughly 3 times above
the CTA sensitivity for a point-like source and 50h of observation. However,
the angular extension of MCs is expected to be much larger than the angular
resolution of Cherenkov telescopes. Thus a more detailed discussion is needed
in order to assess the capability of CTA to detect such extended objects.
Let us then estimate the expected angular extension of a MC and compare
its flux with the instrumental sensitivity for a source with that extension. If
n¯3 is the average cloud density in units of 1000 protons per cubic centimeter,
then the angular size (radius) of the cloud is ϑcl ≈ 0.6◦d−1kpc(M5/n¯3)1/3. For
a passive cloud with homogeneous density, the 68% containment radius of
the gamma-ray emission is given by ϑ68% ≈ 0.7 ϑcl, which for the values
considered here is approximately 0.4◦. This has to be compared with the
angular resolution of CTA that is expected to be of the order of ϑCTA ≈
0.05◦ [see e.g. 48]. The sensitivity of a Cherenkov telescope for an extended
source scales approximately as the ratio between the source size and the
instrumental angular resolution, and is thus a factor of ϑ68%/ϑCTA ≈ 8 worse
than the sensitivity for a point source, resulting in a sensitivity (very roughly)
of the order of≈ 10−12 TeV/cm2/s. Thus, from these considerations and from
Figure 5 one can see that the detection of a passive cloud is challenging even
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for an array as sensitive as CTA. Results from a detailed study are reported
in Figure 5 and demonstrate that a dense (≈ 103cm−3) cloud of mass 105M
will be marginally detectable at sub-TeV energies if located at a distance of
≈ 1 kpc (Figure 5, middle panel). A stacking approach (i.e. summing the
pointed observations of several nearby MCs) might improve the chances of a
detection.
A number of MCs with masses in the range 104...105M are located well
within a kiloparsec from the Earth [69, 70]. As an example, detailed studies
of massive clouds in the Perseus, Taurus, and Auriga region can be found
in [71], while for the Orion-Monoceros complex we refer to [72, 73]. Even
though these MCs have masses in the relevant range, they are very often very
extended (several degrees) making their individual detection at TeV energies
problematic.
2.3.2. Cosmic ray accelerator inside a molecular cloud
If a CR accelerator is located inside a MC, the expected gamma-ray flux
from the cloud is enhanced due to the presence of the accelerated CRs. In
Figure 5 the situation in which an accelerator is releasing instantaneously, i.e.
over a time scale much shorter than the CR diffusion time, 1050 erg of CRs is
considered. The spectrum of these runaway cosmic rays is assumed to be a
power law of the form ∝ E−2.2. In the top panel, CRs are assumed to diffuse
away from their accelerator with a (homogeneous and isotropic) diffusion
coefficient given by D = 1028(E/10 GeV)0.5 cm2/s. This assumption for D is
consistent with CR data (e.g. [74]). The assumed MC gas proton density is
130 cm−3, implying, for a total gas mass of 105M and for a homogeneous gas
distribution, a radius of ∼ 20 pc for the cloud. The CR accelerator is located
at the centre of the MC. The black, red, and green lines represent the gamma-
ray spectrum from the cloud after 103, 104, and 105 yr, respectively. Spectra
have been calculated following [16]. Note that for times of the order of
∼ 105 yr the MC emission coincides with that expected from a passive cloud,
represented by the dotted blue line. This indicates that CRs that escaped
the accelerator are diluted over a large volume, and thus their contribution to
the cloud emission is negligible if compared with the contribution from the
CR background. Data points represent simulated observations with CTA,
configuration E, for 50 hours of exposure. For this choice of parameters,
the cloud is clearly detectable for ∼ 104 yr after the release of CRs from
the accelerator. By comparing the red and the blue (i.e. a passive cloud)
lines, we can conclude that an overdensity of CRs above the galactic sea of a
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Figure 5: Gamma-ray emission from a molecular cloud of mass 105M with a CR ac-
celerator located at the cloud’s centre. The accelerator releases instantaneously 1050erg
of CRs with a spectrum ∝ E−2.2. Black, red, and green lines represent the gamma-ray
flux for 103, 104, and 105 years after the release of CRs. The dotted blue line represents
the emission from a passive cloud. Data points are simulated CTA observations for 50
hours of exposure. TOP PANEL: cloud density and radius are 130 cm−3 and ∼ 20 pc,
respectively. Diffusion coefficient is D = 1028(E/10 GeV)0.5 cm2/s. MIDDLE PANEL:
same as in the top panel, but cloud density and radius are 1300 cm−3 and ∼ 9 pc. BOT-
TOM PANEL: same as in the top panel except for the cloud distance (5 kpc) and for the
diffusion coefficient which is reduced by a factor of 10.
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factor of a few suffices to make a nearby (d ∼ 1 kpc) MC of 105 solar masses
detectable by CTA. Larger CR overdensities and/or a larger cloud mass are
necessary to detect a cloud at distances significantly beyond 1 kpc. Such
large overdensities can be obtained for shorter times, of the order of ∼ 103 yr
(e.g. [16]).
The middle panel of Figure 5 is identical to the top panel, except for
the fact that the cloud density is enhanced by a factor of 10, to get ncl ∼
1.3 × 103 cm−3. This corresponds to a cloud radius of ∼ 9 pc. Thus, the
angular extent of the gamma-ray emission is smaller, making a detection
easier. This is indicated by the smaller error bars in the simulated data, and
by the fact that the cloud is now detected over a broader energy range, if
compared to the cloud considered in the top panel.
Finally, in the bottom panel of Figure 5, all the parameters are set as
in the top panel (i.e. gas density ∼ 130 cm−3, cloud mass 105M) except
for the diffusion coefficient which is now one order of magnitude smaller:
D = 1027(E/10 GeV)0.5 cm2/s and for the fact that the cloud is now assumed
to be at a distance of 5 kpc. A diffusion coefficient significantly smaller than
the average galactic one might be justified close to CR accelerators since
runaway CRs can enhance the level of magnetic turbulence due to streaming
instability and in turn suppress the diffusion coefficient (see e.g. [75]). If the
diffusion coefficient is small, CRs are confined more effectively within the MC.
As a consequence, the resulting gamma-ray fluxes are significantly enhanced,
and the cloud is detectable up to significantly larger distances. For the case
considered here, d = 5 kpc, the cloud is detectable for an age of . 104 yr
after the release of CRs. Moreover, for this choice of the parameters, a break
appears in the spectrum, and its position corresponds to the CR particle
energy that satisfies the relation: Rcl ∼
√
6 D(E) t. This is the energy of
the particles that in a given time t are able to diffuse up to the cloud’s border.
Thus, at time t, all the particles with lower energy are confined inside the
cloud and thus the corresponding gamma-ray spectrum simply mimics the
CR injection spectrum, ∝ E−2.2. On the other hand, above that energy CRs
begin to leak away from the MC. The escape is more pronounced at higher
energies and thus the resulting spectrum is steeper than the injection one.
The break energy moves to lower and lower energies with time (in the case
considered here as ∝ t−2) as CRs with lower and lower energy leak out of the
cloud. This is why the break is only barely visible in the red curve (t = 104 yr)
and absent in the green one (t = 105 yr). The effective confinement of CRs
inside the cloud enhances the gamma-ray emission and makes the molecular
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cloud detectable at much larger distances than the ones considered in the
top and middle panel. A detailed treatment and an extended discussion of
the scenario presented in this section will be discussed elsewhere [76].
2.3.3. Gamma-ray emission from a molecular cloud illuminated by cosmic
rays from a nearby accelerator
Another scenario that needs to be investigated is the one in which a MC
is located at a certain distance from a CR accelerator. CRs escaping from
the accelerator can then illuminate the MC and produce gamma rays due
to proton-proton interactions. Notably, besides being an indirect way to
identify CR sources, studies of illuminated MCs may serve to estimate the
CR diffusion coefficient in the vicinity of CR accelerators, since the properties
of the expected gamma-ray emission depend on the exact value and on the
energy dependence of the diffusion coefficient. For a general discussion of this
scenario see [16]. In a more recent study, where SNRs were considered as the
illuminating sources, it was realized that the superposition of the gamma-ray
emission from background CRs (with a steep spectrum) and CRs coming from
the nearby CR source (with a hard spectrum) could produce characteristic
concave, or V-shaped gamma-ray spectra [68]. The detection of such V-
shaped spectra would be a very important achievement since it would allow
to test the generally accepted ideas about CR escape from sources and their
propagation away from the production site.
In order to test the feasibility of a detection of such sources, we plot
in Figure 6 the expected gamma-ray emission from a cloud of 105M at a
distance of 1 kpc. A SNR emitting 3×1050 erg in form of CR is located at 50
(black solid), 100 (red dashed), and 200 pc (green dotted line) from the MC.
Data points are simulated CTA observations of 50 hours in configuration I.
The age of the SNR is 2000 years and a CR diffusion coefficient equal to
1028(E/GeV)0.5 has been used in the calculations. Details of the modeling
can be found in [68]. The expected spectra exhibit a concave shape, with
minimum energy E∗ (in E2F (E)) that varies in a broad energy range between
tens of GeVs to TeVs. In Figure 6 the difference in the energy of the concavity
is due to the varying distances to the SNR, but also a difference in the
SNR age, or a different assumption for the value of the diffusion coefficient
would produce a shift in E∗ (for details see [68]). To date, no such spectra
have been observed, despite the relatively high fluxes expected. One possible
explanation for this is the fact that such emission, exhibiting a clear V-shaped
spectrum, is expected to last . 104 years only (under standard assumptions
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Figure 6: Gamma-ray spectra for a MC illuminated by CRs coming from a nearby SNR
(lines) and simulated observations (data points) for 50 hours for CTA configuration I.
Black solid, red dashed and green dotted lines refer to distances between the SNR and the
MC of 50, 100, and 200 pc, respectively. The distance of the MC is 1 kpc, cloud mass is
105M and SNR age is 2000 years.
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for the value of the diffusion coefficient). After that E∗ moves into the GeV
range and the total spectrum resembles a power law. Thus, MCs with a
V-shaped spectrum might be rare, distant objects, with fluxes below the
sensitivities of currently operating instruments.
From Figure 6 we can see that illuminated massive clouds could be easily
detected if located at 1 kpc from the Earth. A MC which is quite close
to the SNR (e.g. 50 pc, as for the black solid line in Figure 6) could be
detected up to roughly the distance of the Galactic centre, thing that would
be hardly possible with current telescopes. However, despite the high fluxes
expected, detecting the concavity in the spectrum will be difficult even for an
instrument as sensitive as CTA. The reason is that the dip of the concavity
is in most cases located at low energies, close to or below the smallest ones
probed by CTA. This suggests that studies that will combine observations
with CTA with Fermi observations in the GeV range will be the most powerful
to investigate the scenario of illuminated MCs.
2.3.4. Gamma-ray emission from interactions of runaway cosmic rays in a
diffuse gas surrounding the accelerator
Finally, we consider the case of a CR accelerator located in a relatively
dense and diffuse (i.e. not a massive MC) interstellar medium. Once CRs
are released from the acceleration site, they diffuse away in the surrounding
medium and produce a diffuse emission of gamma rays due to proton-proton
interactions. The detection of such emission might serve to identify the source
of CRs and, under certain assumptions (i.e. on the source age and distance),
to constrain the properties of CR diffusion in the vicinity of the accelerator.
To investigate this scenario, we take as an example the SNR RX J1713-3946,
for which a detailed study on CR escape and subsequent diffusion and related
gamma-ray emission exist [77].
The assumptions made in [77] are the following: CR protons are released
gradually in time from the SNR shock, the one with the highest energy (as-
sumed to be ≈ 500 TeV) at the end of the free expansion phase of the SNR
evolution (i.e. ≈ 100 yr), and those with lower energies later in time ac-
cording to the relationship Eesc ≈ 500(t/100 yr)−δ TeV, with δ = 0.43. The
CR acceleration efficiency at the SNR shock is assumed to be 30% of the
total supernova explosion energy, for which the standard value 1051 erg has
been considered. This is the maximum amount of (hadronic) CRs that can
be considered without violating the GeV observations that suggest that the
observed gamma-ray emission from RX J1713-3946 is probably of leptonic
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Figure 7: Top panel: diffuse gamma-ray emission from the region surrounding the SNR
RX J1713-3946 as calculated in [77]. The position of the SNR shell is indicated in purple.
Units in the color scale are GeV/cm2/s/sr. Bottom panels: brightness profile (same units)
of the emission along the two black lines in the map. The x-axis is in pixel units. One
pixel is 0.066 degrees.
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origin [11]. The spatial distribution of CRs around the source is calculated
by solving the diffusion equation with an isotropic diffusion coefficient of the
form: D = D0(E/10 GeV)
0.5. The diffuse gamma-ray emission is calculated
following [78] and using the gas density distribution inferred from observa-
tions of the CO molecular line (obtained with the NANTEN telescope, [79]
and references therein) and of the HI line (as in the LAB survey, [80]). In
[77], the distance of the system (SNR+gas) was assumed to be 1 kpc. A map
of the resulting diffuse emission for D0 = 10
28 cm2/s is shown in Fig. 7.
In Fig. 8 the gamma-ray spectrum is plotted from the small gas clump
indicated in the map by the black cross. The blue and magenta curves refer to
D0 = 10
27 and 1028 cm2/s, respectively. The brightness distributions along
the two black lines is plotted in the two insets in Fig. 7. Thus, the data
points in Fig. 8 have been obtained by approximating the emission from
the clump with a Gaussian distribution with σ ∼ 0.15◦ and for 50 hours
of observation for CTA configuration E. As can be seen, the flux levels are
within the capabilities of CTA, though the hard gamma-ray spectra expected
in this scenario might be detected at significantly only at high energies (i.e.
& 1 TeV).
It must be noted that the study of the diffuse emission is a very difficult
task for Cherenkov telescopes. An accurate background subtraction has to
be performed, and a strategy for mapping regions of size comparable with
the instrument field of view needs to be implemented. In producing Fig. 8
we didn’t take into account the bright emission from RXJ1713.7-3946, nor
we performed a complete background subtraction that takes into account
the diffuse excess of gamma rays in the region surrounding the simulated
clump. For these reasons, the results reported here have to be considered as
qualitative, but still encouraging, hints for the fact that CTA will be able to
perform studies of the diffuse emission surrounding CR sources and possibly
will be capable of resolving the details of such emission. Besides locating
the sites of CR acceleration in the Galaxy, these studies will also serve to
investigate the transport of CRs at specific locations in our Galaxy, an aspect
that is still at the limit of the capabilities of current instruments.
3. Starburst galaxies and galaxy cluster
Although proposed and predicted as high-energy gamma-ray emitters over
two decades ago (see e.g. [81]), starburst galaxies were finally established
through VHE- [29, 30] and GeV observations [28] only recently. Although the
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Figure 8: Gamma-ray flux from the gas clump indicated by a black cross in the map
shown in Fig. 7. The curves represent the predicted emission and the data points are the
simulated CTA observations (configuration E) for 50 hours of exposure.
two archetypal starburst galaxies, M82 and NGC253, appear as point sources
to current instruments, it became clear that the starburst phenomenon relates
to the core of the systems, where a potentially high CR density is sustained
by higher star formation rates and greater amount of gas and dust that
reprocess light into the IR band and can then serve as targets for gamma-ray
production by CR electrons and nuclei. Due to the large density of targets
(both gas and photons) for CR interactions, which diminishes the CR energy
loss time, the conversion efficiency of protons into gamma-rays exceeds that
in our Milkyway by up to an order to magnitude. To date, the scientific
return beyond the physics scenarios that led to the prediction of their high-
energy emission is still limited, as the spectrum is only coarsely measured
and, accordingly, no observations exist that could address the question of the
maximum energy, or the potential existence and shape of spectral cutoffs. A
detailed spectral study will be in reach with CTA.
This is demonstrated in Figure 9, where the simulated spectrum for M82
is shown (black data points) for 30 hours of observations with CTA in config-
uration I. Grey data points refer to VERITAS observations. The simulated
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Figure 9: Simulation of 30h CTA observations (array configuration I) for the starburst
galaxy M82. The curves represents the predicted emission and the data points based on
the measured spectrum from M82 and a spectral model of [82].
spectrum is based on the model presented in [82]. It is evident that, if present,
a cutoff in the TeV energy range will be easily identified by CTA.
In contrast to starburst galaxies, the detection of high energy gamma-
ray emission from galaxy clusters still eludes present-day GeV (AGILE,
Fermi) and TeV (H.E.S.S., MAGIC, VERITAS) observatories and experi-
ments. There are, however, good reasons to assume that clusters of galax-
ies emit high-energy gamma-radiation: Galaxy cluster are evolving massive
structures in the Universe that should dissipate certain amounts of energy
through (merger and accretion) shocks, winds or turbulence, and they host
objects like Active Galactic Nuclei and/or radio galaxies, which are both
prone for relativistic outflows and accordingly relevant for particle injection
and energetic feedback in galaxy clusters. With the anticipated sensitivity of
CTA, the minimal hadronic model for the gamma-ray flux in a galaxy clus-
ter [83] will be testable. So far, the deep exposure obtained by the MAGIC
telescope of the Perseus cluster [83] constitute the most stringent constraints
from gamma-ray observations regarding CR energy (ECR/Eth < 5...3%), CR-
to-thermal pressure (〈XCR〉 < 8% for the entire cluster and < 4% for the
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core), maximum shock acceleration efficiency, and value of the magnetic field
in a galaxy cluster. Since the upper limits are only a factor of ∼ 2 larger than
the model prediction for the CR-induced γ-ray emission [83] , the discovery
potential to finally detect a galaxy cluster at gamma-rays is clearly given, but
also a non-detection at CTA-sensitivity level would imply CR fluxes that are
way too small to produce sufficient electrons through hadronic interactions
with the ambient matter to explain the observed synchrotron emission - thus
bringing yet another very intriguing science aspect into cluster research.
4. Conclusions
In this paper we discussed the expected impact of future observations with
the Cherenkov Telescope Array for cosmic ray studies. With its improved
sensitivity, CTA is expected to significantly increase the number of detected
sources. This will make population studies of SNRs possible, which are to
date the most promising candidate sources for CR acceleration in the Galaxy.
Being able to detect such objects up to the other side of the Galaxy, CTA
is expected to provide us with a sample of several tens of TeV-bright young
SNRs (see Section 2.1). Also, its improved sensitivity over a large energy
range will substantially increase the quality of spectral studies. This will
possibly allow the detection of cutoffs or breaks in gamma-ray spectra of
SNRs, which to date has been possible for the bright and best studied SNR
RX J1713.7-3946 only. These studies will shed light on the details of the
mechanism of particle acceleration at shocks, especially for what concerns
the maximum energy of the accelerated particles.
Also their propagation of CRs in the interstellar turbulent magnetic field
needs to be understood. Gamma-ray observations of the regions surrounding
SNRs (or any other source of CRs) are an important tool to constrain the
diffusive behavior of CRs. This is because CRs after leaving their sources
produce gamma rays in interactions with the ambient gas surrounding the
accelerator. With its large field of view and improved sensitivity, CTA is
expected to be able to detect this diffuse emission surrounding nearby (∼ 1
kpc) and powerful (a few 1050 erg) sources of CRs. If massive ∼ 105M
MCs are located in the vicinity of the CR source, the expected emission is
at a level detectable even for large distances of the MC, comparable with
the distance of the galactic centre. This seems to ensure that CTA will
significantly increase the number of MCs detected at TeV energies.
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After escaping the sources, CRs diffuse in the turbulent magnetic field of
the Galaxy and finally escape into the intergalactic medium. For this reason,
both galaxies and clusters of galaxies are expected to emit gamma rays due to
CR interactions with the interstellar and intracluster gas and radiation field.
Starburst galaxies, with an enhanced star formation rate and high density
and radiation field, are ideal target for observations. Though to date only
two starburst galaxies and no clusters of galaxies have been detected in the
TeV domain, the chances for more detections seems favorable. In the case of
clusters of galaxies, a detection would establish a new class of TeV sources.
Since starburst galaxies and clusters of galaxies are the storage rooms of
CRs after their acceleration, detecting and understanding their gamma-ray
emission will indirectly tell us something about the nature and efficiency of
CR sources and will also help us in constraining the characteristics of CR
propagation in turbulent magnetic fields.
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